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1 lntrod uction 

In the D ENK system, there area number of modules which implement the reaction of the system 
to typed natura] language input from t he user. Aside from the parser, these are the modules 
CLUES and CONDUCT . To allow for fl exibility in the behavior of the system, it is desirable to 
implement these modules in a specially created language, which is called S HERLOCK . 

T he purpose of this document is to specify a number of more or less primitive fu nctions that must 
be available in S HERL OCK. These functions, or services, provide ways for the modules to exchange 
information with other parts of the architecture of the D ENK system, and they implement some 
basic operations on the data types that are present in C L UES and CONDUCT. 

2 The DENK architecture 

We will first establish what parts of t he architectu re are involved in inform ation exchange with 
CLUES and CONDUCT. To be more precise: we will look at the parts of the architecture that are 
linked to H OLMES, which is the part of the system that includes both CLUES and CONDUCT, as 
well as a third module: TACTICS. The architecture of the D ENK system is illustrated in fig ure l. 
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Figure 1: The DENK archi tecture 

We see t hat H OL MES is connected to the following modules: 

l. PARSER 

T he parser maps an expression in English, typed in by the user, to an underspecifi ed repre
sentation of t he meaning of the sentence. t his means all ambiguities t hat cannot be resolved 
on the basis of syntactic information alone, are left unresolved . This ULF expression must be 
converted by C L UES into an expression of an annotated form of Constructive Type Theory, 
which we will call an annotated segment ( AS). 
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2. DABAS2 
This module acts as an interface to the domain, represented in the Generalized Display 
Processor (GDP). It allows for observation of the domain, and also handles the execution of 
actions in the domain. 

3. CONCEPTS and MICROS.CLX 
These modules are responsible for the initia) mapping of ULF expressions to (parts of) 
annotated segments. 

4. SHELL 
The shell consists of the CTT contexts that represent the knowledge of the system. These 
contexts can be inspected and updated. lt also contains some procedures for theorem proving 
and type checking which are not directly accessible to CLUES and CONDUCT, but which are 
used by TACTICS. 

5. (User output) 
Lingua! output to the user will not be implemented, but is conceived as a possibility. This 
module should map annotated segments onto English expressions and send these to the user. 

3 Data types in SHERLOCK 

In CLUES and CONDUCT, the output of the natura) language parser is mapped into parts of CTT, 
and then a reaction is generated to the natura) language utterance. Several types of data are 
involved in these processes, and these data types are briefly described in this section. 

• ULF 
The output of the parser takes the form of an Underspecified Logica/ Form, or ULF ([Ki94]). 

• (Lists of) MetaLambdaîerm 
Subexpressions in a ULF are mapped onto partialy instantiated annotated segments of CTT. 
These will be called Meta Lambda Terms , as we allow abstractions in this representation 
that would be impossible in CTT. Since this mapping is allowed to be one-to-many, we use 
lists of these Meta Lambda Terms. 

• (Lists of) Statement 
A statement is an expression of the form A : T , with A a CTT term or a place-holder (see 
section 4.2) , and T a CTT type. If Ais a place-holder, A : T is called a negative statement, 
otherwise it is a positive statement , denoted as Statement- and Statement+ respectively. 
We also allow list of such statements. 

• Segment 
Segments are lists of statements used to represent the meanings of complex natura! language 
expressions (this is what distinguises them from other lists of statements) . If a segment 
contains no statements that contain a place-holder, it is called a positive segment (Segment+) , 
otherwise it is called a negative segment (Segment-). 

• Annotated_Segment 
An annotated segment is pair consisting of a (negative) segment and a list of features with 
their values. In this document we assume that these features are denoted as expressions 
of the form A = B where A is a feature name, and B its value. We distinguish between 
syntactic (form-based) features and pragmatic (function-based) features . The features that 
are used in this document are: 

- Ref to indicate referential expressions. lts value is a list of lists of place-holders. This 
is a syntactic feature . 
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- RI (Requested Information) to indicate place-holders whose value, when found , must 
be communicated to the user. lts value is a list of place-holders. This is a pragmatic 
feature. 

RA (Requested Action) to indicate place-holders for which a value must be found by 
performing some action in the domain. This is a pragmatic feature. 

RP (Responsible Participant) to indicate who is responsible for the asserted content of 
the segment. lts value is either S (for the speaker) or H for the hearer1 . This is a 
pragmatic feature. 

• Feature_List 
A list of features as described in the definition of Annotated_Segment. 

• Assignment 
An assignment is a list of expressions of the form A: =B, where A is a place-holder and 
B is either a place-holder or a term . These assignments are used to merge two annotated 
segments. They represent the conditions under which two annotated segments can be unified. 
This may for instance be the case when we have two annotated segments that we know 
describe the same object, but since CLUES chooses fresh place-holders for each utterance, 
these segments will have no place-holders in common. The assignment allows us to relate 
such segments by mapping place-holders onto place-holders or onto ground terms. 

• Contextname 
The different contexts that are available in the SHELL each have a unique atomie name by 
which they can be identified. So these will be terms like common and private . 

• Filter_Criterion 
Filter criteria are used to specify what kind of criterion is to be used by the filter service 
when this service is used . There are different sorts of criteria. They can be atomie or 
complex. Filters and filter criteria are explained in section 4.3. 

• 0rdering_Criterion 
Ordering criteria are used to specify what kind of criterion is to be used by the order 
service when this service is used. There are different sorts of criteria. They can be atomie 
or complex. See section 4.3. 

• Boolean 
These are simply truth values. 

• Integer 
Natura! numbers are used in the get_deixis service, as we will see. 

We will now see how these data types are used by the modules. 

4 Constructing segments 

An important task for the module CLUES is to find out what is referred to by certain referen
tial expressions that occur in the utterances. A user may use definite descriptions, pronomina, 
demonstratives etc. to talk about an object, eventuality or proposition. When the utterance is 
processed, the module CLUES has to map each of these expressions onto something in the domain, 
or something in its mental state (since this may contain representations of objects that are not in 
the domain, or things that may be referred to that are not objects, such as eventualities). We will 
first look at how CLUES maps ULF expressions onto bits of CTT segments. 

1 The rea.son that we use speaker and hearer here is that the algorithm for constructing appropriate responses in 
CON DUCT is based on forma] representations of both the user and the system as communicative agents , as is shown 
is section 6 . 
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4.1 The conceptual lexicon 

The task of CLUES starts when there is a ULF that must be converted to an (unambiguous) type
theoretical segment, annotated with some features. This ULF is available from the parser, so we 
define a service that gets the ULF from the parser: 

get_ulf =: ULF (1) 

The first thing that must happen when a ULF is found, is to determine what CTT expressions 
correspond to the building blocks of the ULF. To do this, the conceptual lexicon is accessed, which 
provides information about the relation between ULF terms and partially instantiated annotated 
segments, i.e . Meta Lambda Terms. The following service provides a way for CLUES to establish 
this mapping: 

lookup_conceptual_lexicon(ULF) List_of_MetaLambdaTerms (2) 

The resulting annotated segment is pushed onto the pending context, which is a stack that acts as 
the workspace for both CLUES and CONDUCT, and which also forms the interface between these 
modules. The services that provide access to this context are discussed in section 6. 

4.2 Place-bolders 

The annotated segments that have been pushed onto the pending context will contain place
holders: objects that act as variables that may have to be filled in. Depending on the actual 
expression that the CTT expression is the representation of, these place-holders must be 

• substituted by CLUES by a term already present in the mental state of the system in the 
case of referential expressions, or by a new term that has an extension in the domain, if the 
extension had not yet been observed by the system. 

• substituted by CONDUCT by a term already present in the mental state of the system in 
the case of Wh-expressions, or by a new term that has an extension in the domain, if the 
extension had not yet been observed by the system. 

• treated as a CTT variable in the case of universa! quantification, for instance in universally 
quantified NP's. 

• substituted by a fresh constant, for instance in the case of existential quantification. 

If a referential or Wh-expression must be resolved, this means a 'value' must be found for the 
place-holders that occur in the segment that describes the object. Possible candidates for such a 
referential expression are stored in a list. Such a list is then used as input for a number of filtering 
operations, for instance corresponding to checking which of the objects is in some form of focus. In 
this way, the list of candidates should get shorter until, ideally, we are left with one single object, 
which is then taken to be the intended object that was referred to by the expression. 
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Suppose we have the following CTT context: 

common= 

• Example 1: Every red cube rotates 

cube:*t , 
ball :*t, 
roll:IIX:ball.*p. 
rotate:IIX:cu be .*p , 
blue:IIX:cube.*P, 
red :IIX:cube.*p, 
cl:cube, 
c2:cube, 
c3:cube, 
bl:ball, 
b2:ball, 
pl:blue-c2, 
p2:red-cl, 
p3 :red-c3 

Translation: ([[Pl:cube, P2:red-Pl] ⇒ [P3-Pl-P2:rotate-Pl]], □) 

(3) 

Here Pl and P2 are place-holders with the status of CTT variables. P3 is not a CTT variable 
but a meta-variable. It must either be replaced by a fresh constant , if the system accepts 
this segment as new information, or it must find some proof term to substitute for it, in the 
case the system checks this information to see whether the proposition holds. The second 
list in this pair may contain some additional pragmatic information (in this case no such 
information is present, so the list is empty) . 

• Example 2: A blue bal/ rails 
Translation : ([Pl :ball , P2 :blue-Pl , P3:roll-Pl], □) 
The three place-holders must all be replaced by a new constant if the information is accepted 
by the system, or a term must be found for all three if the system wants to check this 
proposition in its information state, which would fail in our example context. 

• Example 3: The blue cube rotates 
Translation: ([Pl:cube, P2:blue-Pl, P3:rotate-Pl], [Ref=[[Pl ,P2]]]) 
Since both Pl and P2 are tagged as being referential , the system must find both some term 
that in some sense represents a salient cube and a proof that this cube is blue. This proof 
need not be salient itself. So we can imagine starting our search for the referent of the 
expression the blue cube by constructing a list of all cubes that the system knows about , so 
this would be a list of the form [cl :cube, c2:cube, c3:cube] . An obvious next step would be to 
find a sublist of this list with precisely those cubes that are known to be blue. This means 
we filter our list with respect to specified properties of the object. In this case this would 
leave us with a list [c2:cube]. This will then be taken to be the referent of the expression, and 
the term c2 will be substituted for the place-bolder Pl. The statements that were involved 
in identifying the referent of the expression have now been 'used' so to speak, so they may 
be discarded from the segment, resulting in a new annotated segment [P3: rotate-c2]2. 

Some technica! details follow from the strategy sketched in the third example: first of all , lists 
of candidate objects are represented by means of lists of statements of the form A : T , with A 
being the CTT term that refers to the object , and T the type of A. To get such lists of objects, 

2 This ha.s some connection with the notions of given and n ew information: in this example, the subsegment 
(Pl :c ube, P2:blue-Pl] represents the given information. The other part of the segment, (P3 :rotate-c2] is either 
information that must be added to the context, in which ca.se P3 must be substituted by a fresh constant , or it 
must be checked in the context , in which ca.se a term must be found (or constructed) of the same type a.s P3. 
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we use the following services: 

get_from_context(Statement-,Contextname) List_of_Statements+ 

get_from_domain(Statement-) =: List_of_Statements+ 

get_deixis(Number) =: List_of_Statements+ 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The result of (4) should be a list of expressions of the form A: T, for all constants A of type T 
occurring in the context denoted by the Contextname. The result of (5) should be a list of fresh 
constants, one for each object in the domain of the specified type. The result of (6) should be a 
list of statements that have fresh constants, and this list should correspond to constants for the 
last Number of objects in the domain that have been clicked on with the mouse. This service allows 
us to find referents for words such as this and here. 
The constants A in these lists may have an extension in the domain3 , i.e. they may be linked to 
some object in the GDP. lt is also possible that different terms A1 and A2 are linked to the same 
object. Clearly we want to be able to tell whether such properties hold , so we need the following 
services: 

has_extension(Statement+) = : Boolean 

same_extension(Statement+,Statement+) Boolean 

4.3 Filtering and ordering operations 

(7) 

(8) 

We allow two kinds of operations on lists of candidate objects: filtering operations and ordering 
operations. Filtering operations all take a list of statements as one of their inputs , and have a 
sublist of this list as output. The service that allows such filters is: 

filter(Filter_Criterion,List_of_Statements+) Sublist_of_Statements+ (9) 

The Filter_Cri ter ion determines exactly what is used to filter the input list . A necessary 
filtering criterion is the following: 

check_segment(Segment-,Contextname) (10) 

This allows us to use the extra information in noun phrases, e.g. from adjectives or PP 's, to 
diminish the number of candidates. Note that this filter provides access to the contexts in the 
SHELL, via TACTI CS, as TACTICS takes care of all non-trivia! deductions (i.e. proving sequents of 
the form r f--- A: T , where A : T does not occur in r). 
Although the system in principle has complete knowledge about the domain , sometimes the knowl
edge that is stored in the context that represents its information state is incomplete. This may 
for instance be the case when the user manipulates the domain directly, and changes something. 
This means that in some cases the modules CLUES and CONDUCT have to resort to observing the 
domain. Suppose a certain property of an object cannot be proven in the type-theoretica! context. 
Then it might be useful to simply inspect the domain , to see whether the property holds or not . 
So we want to have a filter of the following kind4

. 

observe(Segment-) 

Another type of filt ers are those associated with different kinds of focus. For instance, in order 
to be able to use the fact that an active window on the screen generates a natura! focus (i.e. if 
an object is in focus, the objects that are visible in the same window are also in focus), we might 

3Jn the lists resulting from get_from_domain and get_deixis , all terms wil! have extensions. 
4 1n the current implementation of the DADAS module, we can send segments with variables in it , and t he 

variables wil! be substituted by new constants which are guaranteed to satisfy the constraints of the segment. By 
backtracking , we can get a list of constants that refer to all objects in the domain. Using the service that checks 
whether two constants are linked to the same object in the domain, we can intersect this list of satisfying objects 
with the input list of objects, yielding the desired result. 
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use lists that tel! us what objects occur in the same window. Such a filter criterion would look as 
follows: 

in_same_window(Statement+) (12) 

The output of the filter would consist of the intersection of the objects in the List_of_Statements 
and the objects that, according to some global list, are in the same window as the object referred 
to by Statement in the filter criterion. 
Orderings do not yield a sublist of the input list, but rather they order the objects in the input 
list according to some criterion. The service that allows us to impose an ordering is: 

order(Drdering_criterion,List_of_Statements+) =: Ordered_List_of_Statements+ 
(13) 

As with filters, the exact behavior of the ordering operation is further determined by criteria. 
An example of such an ordering citerion An is the relative saliency of an object based on the last 
time the object was mentioned. This may for instance be deduced from the mutual knowledge 
context. Such a criterion is atomie and looks as follows: 

dialogue_focus (14) 

Such an ordering of the list may help in cases where the filtering operations do not yield a 
conclusive answer to the question which object was referred to by the expression. 

If, after filtering and ordering, CLUES cannot decide which object was intended by the speaker, 
there is always the possiblity to ask for clarification, as will be shown in the next sections. 

5 Theory behind the pending context 

Before we go on with our inventarisation, it is worth examining some of the considerations that led 
us to introduce the notion of a pending context into the system. These are mainly considerations 
that arise from our ideas on dialogue modelling. This section consists mainly of some extracts 
from [Pi(fc)]. We refer to this paper fora more detailed description of the dialogue model. This 
model is a natura! extension of the work reported in [Be93] and [Ah94]. 

Three different context types play an important role in the dialogue model which we will 
introduce. Dialogue participants will be associated with a context of each context type. The three 
contexts which are thus associated with each dialogue participant model the information state of 
that participant. Let us take a look at these contexts: 

• common ground 
Each dialogue participant X is linked to its 'own' common ground (CGx ). This context con
tains those pieces of (declarative) information which participant X thinks both participants 
agreed to accept. For instance the contents of all assertions made during a dialogue, which 
are accepted by the participants, will be stored in this context. 

• declarative information 
Each participant X is associated with another context (named Dlx ). This context contains 
all the declarative information which is available to this participant (Dl stands for Declarative 
Information). This means that CGx Ç Dlx. 

• pending context 
Up til! this point we have only considered the declarative information which has been ac
cepted by both or one of the participants. There is however another type of information 
which features in the following quotation from [St78]:323. 'Once the context is adjusted 
to accommodate the information that the particular utterance was produced, how does the 
CONTENT of an assertion alter the context?' Whereas Stalnaker focuses on answering the 
question posed in this fragment , we want to examine how 'the context is adjusted to accom
modate the information that the particular utterance was produced'. The information that 
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a particular utterance was produced is independent of the attitude of the participant (accept 
or not accept) to the content of the utterance. 

We assume that the content of utterances which have not yet been accepted or rejected are mod
elled as occupants of a context called the pending context . This context contains the (in)complete 
content of utterances. The fact that an (in)complete content is part of the pending context means 
that the dialogue participants share the information that this particular (in)complete content was 
expressed, but have not yet added the content of the utterance to the common ground. 

As we have seen in the previous sections, when an utterance is being processed by a dialogue 
participant, the information state of the participant is adjusted in two steps: (I) First, a represen
tation of the utterance is computed which still contains all the unbound anaphoric material. So, 
we have an 'incomplete' representation of the utterance which contains material that still needs to 
be linked to the common ground. At this stage the representation occupies the pending context.5 

(11) Secondly, there are a number of mies which , in the second processing stage, regulate the 
linking of the representation to the common ground and the update of the common ground with 
the representation. 6 

An important observation is that the processing of anaphora resolution , for which the pending 
context is the playing field , has a lot in common with Wh-question answering. In the Jatter case 
there is also an incomplete representation (The gap in the representation arises from the Wh
constituent) which needs to be linked to the common ground. However, in case of a question 
the questioner has not enough information to do this job. Suppose that person A asks 'Which 
man walks'. In that case A asks fora way to identify 'The man that walks'. Note that finding a 
(discourse) referent for 'The man' is an instance of anaphora resolution (cf. [Sa92]). 

But, as we already pointed out, the predicate 'man' contains not enough information for the 
questioner to succesfully resolve the anaphor. Now, suppose the questioner is provided with the 
answer 'The large man' . Now, she can make use of two predicates to find a referent: 'man' and 
'large' . The answer will be satisfactory in case the questioner can resolve the anaphor with this 
information .7 In other words, the questioner will have successfully processed the assertion 'The 
large man walks'. 

All this was told from the questioner 's point of view. A different story has to be told when we 
are looking into this from the perspective of the person who is supposed to answer the question. 
In the next section we will deal with both perspectives. 

We have tried to formulate the mies which mirror our informal account of anaphora resolution 
and Wh-question-answering. These mies operate on the contents of the pending context. We 
assume that each participant has such a context associated with him. Thus the effect of an 
utterance will always be computed by first putting a representation of it on the pending context. 

6 Rules for the pending context 

The members of the pending context -which is a stack- are annotated segments ( S, L) consisting 
of a possibly negative segment S and a list of annotations L. A segment is negative if it contains 
place-holders, orgaps. Gaps indicate the places where a segment still misses certain information 
(The idea is that the gaps will eventually be resolved in the common ground context). The 
annotations are features of the form A = B, where Ais a feature name (Ref, RI or RP), and Ban 
appropriate value. 

Given a dialogue D and an annotated segment ( S, L ), the value of 

RP is restricted to the names of the dialogue participants in D. 

RI is restricted to lists containing elements of g(S) , where g(S) is the set of gaps in segment S. 

5 The representation should be thought of as standing for the (in)complete content of the utterance. 
6 This involves, amongst other things. anaphora resolution. 
71n this particular case that boils down to finding a (w.r.t. the context) unique individual which satisfies the 

description 'large man'. 
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Ref is restricted to lists of lists containing elements of g(S). 

Gaps occurring in the value of RI cannot occur in the value of Ref and vice versa. 
As an example, let us look at an utterance from participant A: Which man owns the book ?. 

The resulting element on the pending context should be 

( (X :man, Y:book, P:own-X-Y], (RI = (X], Ref = [(Y]], RP = A] ) (15) 

The assignment of values to the features in such annotations is qui te straightforward: (given an 
annotated segment AS) the value of RP in AS is the name of the dialogue participant who uttered 
the sentence S ( corresponding to AS). 8 The value of RI is the set of gaps in AS which stem from 
the head of a Wh-constituent in the sentence S. The feature Ref marks the place-holders which 
come from a referential expression (e.g. definite descriptions, pronouns, names). Indefinites lack 
referential force and are therefore treated as place-holders which carry no features at all. 

Furthermore it should be noticed that the representations we discussed up till this point will 
only be processed in this form by the hearer. If a speaker utters a definite description she will not 
mark it in her information state as place-holder (with the feature Ref) which needs to resolved 
in the context. Rather, she knows right on what she is talking about (referring to) . Therefore 
we represent definites which are introduced by the speaker in the speaker's pending context as 
constants. We will write these constants as lowercase letters and mark them with the subscript 
p in order to indicate that the constant is somehow linked to an entity in the speaker's private 
information state (i.e. Dis - CGs). 

Below we will give a sketch of the rules for the pending context. The description of the rules 
is succeeded by an example. In this example the rules are applied in order to model a small 
Wh-question-answering dialogue. It is advisable to first look at the example, before examing the 
description of the rules. 

Symbols 

• AS : Annotated Segment 

• CGx : The context which participant X thinks to be the Common Ground of the dialogue 
participants. 

• m : A function which , given a segment, returns a set containing the markers (i.e. the 
constants and place-holders) of that segment. 

• PC : Pending Context (This context is a stack of annotated segments) . We use the variable 
II to refer to stacks 

• Ref : Referential (a feature) 

• RI : Requested Information (a feature) 

• say(X) = AS : Speaker X has uttered a sentence corresponding to the annotated segment 
AS. 

• RP : Responsible Participant (a feature) 

• A EB B : stands for the stack obtained by pushing A onto stack B. 

8 Later on we will see that annotated segments can be merged . Since a merged segment has not been uttered 
by one person, the value that RP takes in such an annotated segment is not equal to the speaker. Rather it takes 
as its value the person who is 'responsible' for the annotated segment. For instance if we have a question and an 
answer , then the annotated segment which stands for the merging of the two carries as its RP-value the speaker of 
the answer. This is due to the fact that merging a question and its answer yields an assertion , the content of which 
the answerer is commited to. 
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Rules These rules are written for the pending context of dialogue participant 'I' (The other 
dialogue participant is 'Y(ou)'). 

Introduction Rule I (IR-1) 
PC= Il 
Say(I) = AS 

==> 
PC= AS' EB Il 
where Private-Representation(AS) = AS' .9 

Introduction Rule Y (IR-Y) 
PC= Il 
Say(Y) = AS 

==> 
PC= AS EB Il 

Specification Rule (SR) 
PC = AS 1 EB Il ; 
SP1 = Y 

==> 
PC= AS2 EB Il 
where AS2 = (Partially- )Resolved(ASi). 
IF RB(AS2) -=/- 0 THEN 

Initiate-Clarification-Dialögue( AS2) .10 

Elimination Rule Common Ground (ER-CG) 
PC= [AS] 
RI(AS) = empty 

==> 
PC=[] 
Update CG1 with AS. 

Elimination Rule Pending Context (ER-PC) 
PC = AS1 EB AS2 EB Il ; 
RI(AS1) = empty 

==> 
PC= AS3 EB Il 
where Find-Assignment(S1 ,S2) = f 
S3 = Merge(f(S1 ), f(S2)) , 
SP(AS3) = SP(ASi) and 
RI(AS3) = RI(f(AS2)) - l(Ref(f(AS 1 ))) 11 

Generation Rule (GR) 
PC= AS EB Il; 
SP(AS) = Y; 
RI(AS) -=/- empty 

==> 
Generate-Answer(AS)12 

9 T his means that AS' is the private representation which participant I has of AS. In this representation all 
anaphora are already resolved. 

10 In case AS 1 can not be fully resolved , in addition to putting AS2 on the pending context a clarification dialogue 
will have to be initiated by 1. 

11 The function 1, when applied to a list of lists, returns a list which contains the members of the embedded Jists , 
e.g. l([[a,b],[c]]) = [a,b,c]. 

12 Participant I must generate an answer to the gaps in RI(AS) 
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Rule Application The order of rule application matters only with respect to rule (SR). This 
rule takes precedence over any of the other rules. 

Procedures and Functions The rules make use of some functions and procedures which need 
to be specified. We will only give a very sketchy description of them. Here they are in alphabetical 
order: 

• Find-Assignment(AS1 , AS2 ) = f. This function is intended to supply a mapping between 
those gaps and constants in AS 1 and AS 2 which are descriptions of and statements about 
the same objects. 

• Generate-Answer(AS) . This procedure is meant to find the objects which satisfy the gaps 
in AS that are marked RI, and subsequently communicate these objects to the questioner. 
Many of the rules for this procedure have been described in the manuscript [Be92]. 

• Initiate-Clarification-Dialogue(AS) . Suppose that Ref(AS) = [[X1 , ... ], ... , [Xn, .. . ]] (after 
the function Partially-Resolved has been applied yielding AS). This procedure initiates sub
dialogues in order to obtain more information on [X1 , ... ], . .. , [Xn , .. . ]. We assume that the 
gaps are dealt with one at a time. We will only present a simple procedure for initiating sub
dialogues . Let us assume that gap X 1 is taken on first. Firstly, all statements in AS featuring 
the gap are collected; the proofs which are part of these statements are members of [X 1 , ... ] . 

Next an annotated segment is constructed consisting of the aforementioned statements and 
a featurelist containing the feature-value pair RI = [Xi]. This annotated segment is then 
translated to a natura! language expression and uttered . EXAMPLE A segment representing 
'The tall man ... ', which cannot be fully resolved is turned into segment corresponding to 
'Which tall man ?'. 

• Merge-Segments(S1 , S2 ) = S3 . S3 is the concatenation of S1 and s;, where s; is equal to S2 , 

except for the fact that those statements in S2 which also occur in S1 , do not occur in s;. 
• Partially-Resolved(ASi) = AS2 . This is a function which resolves those gaps in segment 

S1 (part of AS 1 ) which require binding (marked by the feature Ref) . The result is a new 
annotated segment AS2 in which the gaps have been resolved, i.e. substituted by objects 
from CGA or objects standing for observed objects which satisfy the description in S1 of 
the gap. 13 In the new annotated segment AS 2 all gaps which are resolved are removed 
from the list denoted by the feature Ref. The details of this function will be spelt out in 
D(4 ,8b}-9508-inf RESOLVE. 

• Private-Representation(AS) = AS' . Here AS' is the private representation which participant 
A has of AS . In this representation all anaphora are already resolved. 

• Update(AS, CGA) - This procedure involves an update of J's common ground with the (pos
itive) annotated segment AS. This means that all statements in segment S, except for those 
statements which already occur in the common ground, are simply added to the common 
ground. 

• f (X) stands for the application of assignment f to an annotated segment or feature value pair 
X. Later on we will use here two two-place functions:apply-assignment-segment and apply
assignment-featurelist . The first function takes as its arguments a segment and an assignment 
and applies the assignment to the segment. The second function takes as its arguments a 
feature list and an assignment and applies the assignment to the feature list. 

13 For the moment we wil! not consider accommodation. 
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6.1 An example 

We wil! illustrate how these rules work by going through an example dialogue. This dialogue 
consists of a main question-answer pair (1. and 4.) and a clarification subdialogue (2. and 3.). 
The pending contexts of dialogue participants S and H wil! be examined. 

l. S: Which system does the lens belang to ? 

2. H: Which lens ? 

3. S: c2. 14 

4. H: lt belongs to the condensor. 

6.1.1 Participant S 

The dialogue starts with the posing of a question by S. Rule (IR-I) tells us that speaker has to 
put her own utterance on the pending context. Note that for the speaker a definite is not a gap: 
the speaker knows what she is talking about, and therefore in her private representation of the 
utterance definites are represented by objects from the private information state (The subscript 
' p' on the constant y is a mnemonic for the fact that this constant is already part of S's private 
information state) . 

( [X :system, yp:lens, p:belongto-yp-X],[RI = [X], RP = S) ) 

S's utterance is followed by the clarification question 2.: 

( [Z :lens),[RI =[Z), RP = H) ) 

(16) 

( 17) 

According to (IR-Y) the pending context becomes [(17), (16)]. Since the top-element of the stack 
(17) is a request for information on the gap Z (marked by the fact that Z is a member of the value 
of RI), Sis obliged to provide this information . This means that an appropriate substitution for the 
gap Z has to be found and communicated to H (In other words, S has to answer H's clarification 
question). Usually when a person is asked a question, he or she will try to find an answer for it in 
his or her private information state. In this case more is needed. There may be many lenses in S's 
information state. How can S know what book H is talking about? The answer is fairly simple: H 
is talking about the lens introduced in (16). Once this object has been found (i.e. yp), an answer 
will have to be constructed which communicates this object to H .15 We will not go into the details 
of this process. Let us assume that S succeeds in formulating answer 3. Rule (IR-I) then tells us 
that the following annotated segment has to be added to the stack: 

(18) 

We end up with the pending context [(18), (17), (16)] . Since RI of the first member of pending 
is the empty set , (after (SR) has been applied 16 ) rule (ER-PC) can be applied . Application of 
(ER-PC) results in the pending context [(19), (16)], which contains 

( [yp:lens, yp=c2:lens),[RP = S) ) (19) 

Once again (ER-PC) can be applied, and the resulting stack is [(20)], containing just 

( [X:system, yp:lens, p:belongto-yp-X, yp=c2 :lens).[RI = [X), RP = S) ) (20) 

The clarification subdialogue results in a pending context occupied by an annotated segment which 
can be paraphrased by the sentence Which system does the c2 lens belang to ?. The hearer comes 
up with the answer 4.: 

14 1n this example c2 is the standard name fora particular lens in an electron microscope. 
15 Rule (GR). 
16 (SR) maps Z into YP· 
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( [M:system, M=condensor:system, N:O, p:belongto-N-M],[Ref = [[M], [N]], RP = H] ) (21) 

The pending context now virtually contains the main answer and question of this dialogue [(21),(20)] . 
Rule (ER-PC) turns it into the stack [(22)] which contains the question resolved by the answer: 

( [X:system, yp:lens, p:belongto-yp-X, yp=c2:lens, X=condensor:system],[Ref = [[X]], RP = H] ) 
(22) 

What is left corresponds to the assertion The c2 lens belongs to the condensor (system). The rules 
(SR) and (ER-CG) make sure that the equivalent of this assertion ends up in CGs. 

6.1.2 Participant H 

Let us now go over the processing of the dialogue from participant H's view. The dialogue starts 
with question l. which S directs at H. Assume say(S) is the annotated segment corresponding to 
utterance 1 (i.e. ( [X:system, Y:lens, P:belongto-Y-X], [RI = [X] , RP = S] )). According to rule 
(IR-Y) the annotated segment must be added to the pending context. Now rule (SR) can be 
applied , which relates the referring expressions of the annotated segment to the context . The rule 
says that if this process fails a clarification dialogue needs to be initiated . In this case participant 
H cannot find a referent for the subexpression the lens (X:lens). A simple way to construct a 
clarification question is to turn the definite NP into a Wh-constituent ( Which lens). So, rules 
(IR-Y) and (SR) result in the pending context being occupied by : 

( [X :system , Y:lens, P:belongto-Y-X],[RI = [X], Ref = [[Y]]. RP = S] ) (23) 

and rule (IR-Y) leads to pushing the clarification question 2. onto this stack: 

( [Y:lens], [RI =[Y], RP = H] ) (24) 

Answer 3, put forward by S, will be added to the stack due to rule (IR-Y). 

( [Z :lens, Z=c2:lens], [RP = S] ) (25) 

All this yields the stack [(25) , (24) , (23)]. After rule SR has been applied to (25) (mapping Z into 
Y) , rule (ER-PC) turns the stack into [(26) , (23)], containing 

( [Y:lens, Y=c2:lens] , [Ref = [[Yl] , RP = S] ) 

And another application of (ER-PC) results in [(27)]. 

(26) 

( [X:system, Y:lens, P:belongto-Y-X, Y=c2:lens], [RI = [X], Ref = [[Yl], RP = S] ) (27) 

Before H can attempt to really answer this question the definite the lens named c2 needs to be 
resolved , 17 resulting in a stack consisting of 

( [X :system , yp :lens, P:belongto-yp-X, yp=c2 :lens], [RI = [X] , RP = S] ) (28) 

H now finds a suitable substitution for X and communicates this substition with the following 
segment: 

( [M:system, M=condensor:system, N:O, P:belongto-N-M] , [Ref = [[M],[N]], RP = H] ) (29) 

17 Rule (S R ). 
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So we obtain the pending context [(29), (28)] containing a question and its answer. The pending 
context is emptied by merging the two (ER-PC) and performing an update of the Common Ground 
(ER-CG) with the result. 

Notice that in this case participant H updates CG H with his own answer. This way H records 
that S now knows the answer as well. 

7 Services for the pending context 

We now turn to the specification of the primitives needed to define some of the operations on 
the pending context which we discussed in section 5. In particular the rules (SR) and (ER-PC) 
will have to be defined in terms of these primitives. Some of these services use the notion of 
an assignment, which is nothing more than a list of expressions of the form A: =B, where A is a 
place-bolder and B is either a place-holder or a term . These assignments are used to merge two 
annotated segments . 
The services that are related to the pending context are: 

• push(Annotated_Segment) =: Boolean 
Pushes Annotated_Segment onto the pending context stack. 

•pop=: Annotated_Segment 
Pops the first element of the pending context stack. 

• inspect = Annotated_Segment 
Reads the first element of the stack, without changing it. 

• find_assignment(Annotated_Segment-, Annotated_Segment) Assignment 
Computes an assignment which maps the place-holders of the first annotated segment onto 
the appropriate place-holders and/or ground terms of the second annotated segment. 
EXAMPLE: if Annotated_Segmentl := ( [X : man, P : walk-X], [Rl = [X], RP = A] ) & 
Annotated_Segment2 := ( [Y : man, Q: big-Y], [Ref = [[Y,Q)], RP = B) ), 
then Assignment := [X:=Y]1 8 

• apply_assignment_segment(Segment-,Assignment) 
Applies Assignment to Segment-, yielding Segment. 
EXAMPLE: if Segmentl := [X : man, P : walk-X] & 
Assignment := [X:=Y], 
then Segment2 := [Y: man, P : walk-Y] 

Segment 

• apply_assignment_featurelist(FeatureList,Assignment) FeatureList 
Applies Assignment to the input FeatureList , yielding another FeatureList. 
EXAMPLE: if FeatureListl := [RI = [X], RP = 8) & 
Assignment := [X:=Y], 
then FeatureList2 := [RI = [Y), RP = B] 

• merge_segments(Segment,Segment) =: Segment 
This services performs an addition on segments. The idea is that the segments are simply 
concatenated , except that we allow no identical members in the resulting segment . 
EXAMPLE if Segmentl := [Y: man, P : walk-Y] & 
Segment2 := [Y : man , Q : big-Y], 
then Segment3 := [Y: man, P: walk-Y, Q: big-Y] 

• merge_feature_values(Feature_List, Feature_List) Feature_List 
This primitive is needed to merge the values of two feature lists. A possible way to fill in 
these merge operations is described on page 12 in rule (ER-PC), i.e. the Elimination Rule 
for the Pending Context .. 

18 The assignment can also depend on the feature lists which are part of the annotated segments. For now , we 
will not go into this issue. 
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• get_constants(Segment) =: List_of_Constants 
Yields all the constants occurring in Segment. 

• get_place-holders(Segment) =: List_of_Place-holders 
Returns all the place-holders occurring in Segment. 

8 Other services for CONDUCT 

lf an utterance is completely understood by the system, i.e. a segment is present in the pending 
context that contains no place-holders other than those corresponding to Wh-constituents in the 
utterance, a reaction from the system must be generated. This reaction may be either a lingua! 
response, an action in the domain, an action pertaining to the knowledge state, or a combination 
of these. To be able to perform such actions, CONDUCT needs to have access to several parts of 
the the DENK-system in ways which are not yet covered by the services described sofar. So, some 
extra services are needed: 

• add(Contextname, Statement) Boolean 
The context denoted by Contextname is extended with Statement. 

• remove(Contextname, Statement)=: Boolean 
This service removes Statement from the context denoted by Contextname. 

• prove(Statement,Contextname,Depth) =: Statement+UBoolean 
This service forms the most direct interface to TACTICS (the more indirect service being 
check, which is not as versatile). Given an input of a (possibly negative) statement to be 
proven, it should return a positive segment if TACTICS can prove the segment (so, if we 
started with a negative statement, we get an inhabitant back). It should return false if it 
fails. Depth determines how '<leep' the theorem prover may search for a proof. 
We may also allow in this service that the type be unknown, i.e. that the input is a statement 
of the form A : T with A a ground expression and T a place-holder. This would enable us 
to use type inference. 

• observe(Statement) Boolean 
This service provides a direct interface for inspecting the domain. lf Statement is true, or 
can be made true, in the domain, it will return a true. lf possible, the inhabitant in the 
statement is linked to an object in the domain. 

• act(Annotated_Segment-) =: Annotated_Segment+ 
In case of a command the system will have to perform some action. We assume that a 
command is basically a request to make some proposition true, i.e. to bring into existence a 
proof of the propostition. Commands are, just like questions and assertions, represented by 
annotated segments. We use the feature RA, (for Requested Action), which indicates which 
place-holders ( of the segment to which the feature is attached) need be filled in through an 
action of the system. Let us look at a small example. Suppose the system is confronted with 
the following request: 'Switch off the lens!'. In that case the following annotated segment 
will be pushed onto the pending context 19

: 

( [X:lens, P:switchoff-s-X], [Ref=[[Xl], RA=[Pl] ) 

CLUES will first resolve the definite: 

( [112:lens, P:switchoff-s-112], [Ref=[ ], RA=[P]] ) 

19Where s is a constant denoting the system itself. 
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Now it is CONDUCT's turn. CONDUCT will try to carry out the act which is described by 
the annotated segment. If this succeeds, then the aforementioned segment will have been 
replaced by: 

( [112:lens, p312:switchoff-s-112], [Ref=[ ], RA=[]] ) (32) 

This means that now the system has the proof p312 of the proposition: 'the system switched 
off lens 112'. It can now give some feedback to the user (e.g. 'done') and move the segment 
to the common ground (meaning that both system and user are (mutually) aware of the 
fact that the system switched off the lens). If the system does not succeed in performing 
the action , the system will have to initiate a subdialogue by explaining to the user that the 
action could not be carried out (possibly furnished with some reasons for the failure). 

• user_output(Annotated_Segment) =: Boolean 
This service provides a way of communicating through language with the user. It is used to 
answer questions , or ask clarification questions . 

Appendix: List of services, ordered by function 

Note that services may appear under more than one functional heading. 

• User Input 
get_ulf 

• Observation 
observe, has_extension 

• Response 
act, user_output 

• Conceptual Lexicon 
lookup_conceptual_lexicon 

• Resolve 
get_from_context, get_from_domain, get_deixis, filter, order 

• Contexts 
add, remove, prove 

• Pending 
merge_segments, merge_feature_values, find_assignment, apply_assignment_segment, 
apply_assignment_featurelist, push, pop, inspect 
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